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The Coin on the Forehead  
 
This is an amusing trick.  Place a coin against 
your forehead, and it remains there, as though 
magnetized.  Simply place the coin against the 
forehead and push it upward about an inch, 
with pressure. The coin will remain there on its 
own. 
 

Coin Puzzle 
 

Father and child place eight coins in a row.  
The idea is to take a coin, jump over two coins 
and place it on top.  Then take another coin, 
jump over two more coins and place it on top.  
The object is to finish up with four double 
coins like "Kings" in checkers.  You must jump 
two each time.  When a coin becomes a King it 
is counted as two coins.  Solution: Move 5 to 
2, 3 to 7, 8 to 6, 1 to 4. 
 

Corkscrew  
 
Place a small object or piece of paper on the 
outer side of right foot. Try to pick up the 
object with the left hand after passing left 
hand in front of body, around outside of the 
right leg, forward between the legs, and around 
in front of the right leg. 
 

Cut String Restored 
 
Here‘s a simple and highly effective trick which 
is quite mystifying when you do not know the 
secret.   
 
Trick:  A borrowed piece of string is knotted.  It 
is now doubled and cut.  The four ends are 
visible.  The string is then restored to one 

Card and Coin Trick  
 
This is a showy little trick with a bit of juggling 
that is difficult yet easily learned.  With the 
help of your child, balance a card on the tip of 
your left forefinger.  Upon it place a coin, the 
heavier the better. With your right forefinger 
flip the card, and it will sail away across the 
room, leaving the coin balanced on your finger.  
Once you have the knack, you can do it every 
time. 
 

Checkerboard Puzzle 
   
The problem is to place eight checkers on a 
checkerboard so that no two checkers will be 
on a line either horizontally, vertically or  
diagonally.  Use both black and red squares.  
Solution: Father and child place checkers on 
numbers 5-15-18-30-35-41-56-60. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chinese Push Up  
 
Father and child sit on the floor, back to back, 
with arms locked.  They attempt to stand up 
without releasing arms. Solution: It‘s done by 
pushing against each other and bringing feet 
close to the body. 
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People are alike in their promises.  It is only in their deeds that they differ. 
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